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This book is for everyone who is looking for clever ways to 

use SuperOffice data to grow.

Inside, you will find plenty of practical tips. They are ideal for 

medium and smaller-size companies that know 

fast-growing amounts of data can be used on strategic and 

tactical levels - but are unsure what steps are required.

Who is this book for?

How CRM data is being used to increase revenues

How to check and optimise your own company’s use of 

data with analytics

What it will it cover?

Introduction
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How CRM data is used to 
increase revenues

CRM systems are great at storing information – and that’s 

increasingly important in this world of data. Rarely a day 

goes by that we don’t see news headlines stressing how 

important data is for innovating, competing and thriving in 

today’s business environment. 

 

But gathering data is not enough. We must actively seek 

out ways to use it. This means being curious, committed 

and pushing our organisations step by step to become 

data-driven.

Per Griwell, Commercial VP at Thon Hotels, has made data 

part of the company culture. ”Customers know more about 

us, and what they want now, than they did just a few years 

ago. This demands even more from us. We are actively using 

data in our existing systems, to gain better know-

ledge about what is required and how to deliver.”

”Data is all about
knowledge, tempo and 
precision. Customers 
know more about us, 
and what they want now, 
than they did just a few 
years ago. This demands 
even more from us.”

Per Griwell. Thon Hotels.

Software company, House of Control, visually displays CRM data and business 
goals at their Høvik headquarters.
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Carl Fabian Flaaten, CFO at House of Control, says “At our 

stage of growth we need to closely manage and monitor 

the portfolio to ensure good investments. The more facts 

we have based on data, the better our decisions. Our plan is 

to pull data from 4 separate sources into one place for 

analysis, reporting and insight. We started 6 months ago 

and now every salesperson has real-time insight into 

performance and budgets. Next step is to gather facts about 

retention rates and intelligence about churn.”

Communication company, ipvision, combines CRM and 

pricing data to give sales a clear view of their month to date 

performance, what is left to deliver and their earnings. 

“In the first month, we exceeded our targets,” says Thomas 

Pedersen, Product Manager.

In these companies and many more like them, data is being 

used to help people at all levels of the organisation get a 

clear view of what is happening. It helps them answer key 

questions including: 

”Data and analytics will 
drive modern business 
operations, and not 
simply reflect their
performance”

Ted Friedman, Vice president 
and Analyst, Gartner

Souce: http://www.gart-
ner.com/smarterwithgart-
ner/2017-the-year-that-da-

ta-and-analytics-go-mainstream/ 

Where should we focus efforts?

What should we prioritize?

What can we do to get better results? 
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To increase value, companies combine data from 
separate data sources.

In many organisations, key pieces of data are stored outside 

of the CRM system. For example, marketing data to 

understand campaign performance, customer survey 

results to give better view of customers, or invoicing 

information to track sales performance. This data can be 

pulled together so it is easier to act and react faster. 

The more data you connect, the more value you gain. That 

said, the most successful companies define clear business 

goals and then look to data to support goals. They start 

small, with easy wins, and then connect more data, users 

and insights as they go.

Top reasons leaders use CRM data
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How to check and
optimise your use of 
CRM data

Are you gathering the right data to solve a business 

problem or seize an opportunity? 

Define which KPIs are most important and get a clear 

understanding of the business outcomes that are desired.  

Then you know what data you need and can find out where 

it is collected. 

Data quality problems cause frustration and mean you 

don’t get the value you should from your CRM. There 

can be many causes for problems. Perhaps many new 

hires haven’t had time for proper CRM training. Maybe 

data isn’t structured well because of a recent acquisition 

or merger.

At the start of every successful data project, there is a 

check to see if data is complete, accurate, and 

organised. Project leaders works with department 

managers or key influencers to update and clean data 

and plans how to maintain quality data going forward. 

Step 1: Gather the right data

Step 2: Check the data quality
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One certain way to improve data quality is to ensure CEOs 

have the reports and tools he/she needs for ad-hoc analysis 

and weekly or monthly reporting. When leaders use CRM 

data to plan strategy and make decisions, they will be 

better able to spot gaps or errors and work with managers 

to fix them. With modern analytic tools, leaders don’t 

actually have to actively use or login to CRM systems in 

order to use the data that lies within.

Business analytics are specifically designed to work along-

side CRM and other systems to gather and analyze data. 

With good analytic tools you can present specific informa-

tion in a way that helps each individual, across functions, 

departments and roles.

It is often a ‘quick win’ to start with sales, and track the 

value of sales won and planned per month (pipeline) 

compared to budget. 

If sales commissions are tied to monthly budget targets 

and calculated using live CRM data, you can be sure that 

salespeople will be motivated to keep data about sales 

processes and wins updated. Management, as a result, will 

have a better basis for budgeting and forecasting. 

Once sales teams experience how it is to have a real-time 

view of wins, you can add other KPIs and align sales goals to 

other functions. For example, measuring lead sources, cam-

paign performance and conversion rates from 

marketing qualified lead to sales lead.

Step 3: 
Use data to improve decision-
making and performance
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With so many demands, data has to be easily accessible 

or it won’t be used. If one person is assigned the task of 

exporting, sorting, grouping and formatting data, there is 

a bottleneck. Individuals, especially leaders, need to access 

data in ’right time’, as it is needed in in order to become 

truly data-driven. 

Step 4: Ensure the right people can 
use data at the right time

Data optimisation checklist

Next step: Map your data
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Get started with an 
automatic data check

Learn facts about your current data and discover 

opportunities to increase revenues. Your results are 

automatically available for you on free online dashboards.

An overview of
current status 

Learn key facts about 

current data in Superoffice 

that are in use and ensure 

the right users have access 

to information.   

List of key data 
opportunities

See where important data 

about  contacts, sales 

processes and activities is 

needed.

Recommended 
courses of action

Discover where there are 

opportunities and what 

actions are needed to 

become more data-driven.

How it will help

All reports are based on your own data. You must have 

authorization on behalf of your company (SuperOffice 

admin access) to carry out a data check.

Register for the Data Check at

www.businessanalyze.com/en/datacheck

Includes free dashboards

http://www.businessanalyze.com/en/datacheck
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Yes! Data can
truly benefit

your business

For more tips

www.businessanalyze.com

And visit us at

See this infographic: 

How to use CRM analytics

http://www.businessanalyze.com/en/
how-to-use-crm-analytics-infographic/

Follow us on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/BusinessAnalyze/

http://www.businessanalyze.com/en/how-to-use-crm-analytics-infographic/
http://www.businessanalyze.com/en/how-to-use-crm-analytics-infographic/
https://www.facebook.com/BusinessAnalyze/
https://www.facebook.com/BusinessAnalyze/

